Current Approved Projects:

- **First School in Riverdale** - Now called Jensen which is near Vernal, Utah. The dedication is scheduled, June 2019

- **Pine Canyon Charcoal Kiln** - In Erda/Pine Canyon between Salt Lake City and Tooele, Utah. Dedication held, April 27, 2019

- **Fort Palmyra Settlement** - In Spanish Fork, Utah – Dedication TBA

- **Kennedy Ditch** - 6290 S Holladay Blvd, Holladay, Utah, TBA

- **Golden Spike Marker** - Is missing from the Golden Spike Visitor’s Center. The search is ongoing. The National Park Service Superintendent, Leslie Crossland, is in charge of the search.

- **Knudsen’s Corner** - Grist mill stone is being relocated to This is the Place Heritage Park.

- **#208 “Pioneer Lime Kiln”** – This is three miles west of Heber turn north on River Road at the base of Memorial Hill. It was stolen and has been replaced.

- **#314 “Warm Springs”** – This is located at Warm Springs, 800 N 300 W SLC, Utah. The bronze plaque was stolen and is being replaced. This will not be mounted until the masonry work is completed.

- **#334 “Hansen Cooperative Dairy”** – The bronze plaque/monument destroyed by a run-away semi-truck; a new plaque has been manufactured and will be installed on rebuilt stone monument. This is near Beaver Dam in Cache County and is still in progress.
Important historical places and events are marked by plaques to honor and pay tribute to early settlers of the State of Deseret/Utah Territory. Markers teach our descendants and the public about the events, faith, courage, fortitude, and patriotism of these stalwart pioneers.

The marker person is responsible for markers in her area. If camp/company does not have a marker person the 1st vice- captain/president assumes responsibility.

Steps Toward a Successful Marker Application
If you feel a marker is appropriate: Organize a committee and submit an application (form available: ISDUP.org or in President's Packet). Please include: Historical Information, Photographs, References/News Coverage, Tentative Script, etc.

Things to Consider Before Sending in An Application
Is the subject important and does it relate to original Utah Pioneers, including those who arrived/or were born in the State of Deseret/Utah Territory before May 20, 1869? Exceptions include colonization efforts. The history of the event or object must have occurred during the pioneer period of the community on or near the site where the monument will be located.

Will the location be readily accessible to the public? Will there be problems getting permission to put monument on planned location? Public locations are best, rather than private property. A signed lease or written agreement is required from those responsible for the property.

Once application is received it will be reviewed; and if it meets the above appropriate criteria, it will be presented to the Executive Committee for approval, then to the ISDUP Board for approval. Your marker person will be notified if application is approved or declined.

Please include a "tentative" inscription with historical data that you want inscribed on the plaque (use #12 font, inscription can be 22 lines); double-check spelling: names/dates/facts! Interesting items should be included: names of first settlers, first school teacher, postmaster, or unique facts, etc. Do not assume facts or accept family legends, nor omit historical data. Tentative script is subject to review: as to historical accuracy, spelling, punctuation structure/length.

As soon as ISDUP receives the application we re-research for accuracy. You will receive ISDUP recommendations for the inscription. Review recommendations carefully. If acceptable, have three committee members sign the draft and return it. We will send it to the manufacturer for layout. We will send you a draft that shows how the final plaque will look. This signed draft becomes our official record and signifies you have accepted the inscription/accuracy of the information. If there are errors discovered after the plaque is completed, the correction will involve a new plaque to be paid for by your camp/company, unless the printer is at fault.
Application for Marker/Plaque

Information about Markers is in the ISDUP Constitution and Bylaws, Section 6, Page 25.

Date: ____________________________

Company or Camp: ____________________________________________________________________________

City: ____________________________________________________ State: ____________________________

Country: _______________________________________________________________________________________

Each blank line must be completed as near as possible.

1. Suggested title of plaque: _______________________________________________________________________

2. Exact location where you propose to place plaque: ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Do you have permission to place plaque on your selected site? __________________
   *NOTE IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO OBTAIN A LEASE OR DEED UPON APPROVAL OF YOUR APPLICATION.*

4. A list of historical pioneer facts about the reason for the plaque must be enclosed with this application.

5. Name and address of the person in charge of the committee for this marker.

   Name: ____________________________________________________________________________
   Home Phone: ____________________________ Cell Phone: ____________________________
   Email: ____________________________________________________________________________
   Zip Code: ____________________________

REQUIRED: Signatures of at least three committee members.

__________________________________________
Name and Title

__________________________________________
Name and Title

__________________________________________
Name and Title

NOTE: ISDUP will pay the cost of a plaque 16” X 22” or smaller. The mounting of plaque, building of monument,
and any other expenses are paid by the company or camp initiating the application. Each marker must be
sponsored by a local camp or company. They will be responsible for the authenticity of information, perpetual
care and upkeep.

Daughters of Utah Pioneers
Attention: Markers
300 North Main Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84103-1699
Phone: 801-532-6479    Fax: 801-532-4436